Symmetric lipomatoses in female patients.
Symmetric lipomatoses are characterized by marked symmetric deposition of diffusely distributed fatty tissue. Though relatively common disorders, they are rather rarely reported in the literature, possibly being misdiagnosed as general obesity. While the differential diagnosis of symmetric lipomatosis versus general obesity may not appear difficult in males, it is obviously problematic in females. We describe the findings in 6 representative female patients with symmetric lipomatoses: 3 with benign (multiple) symmetric lipomatosis and 3 with female zonal obesity. The former disorder was characterized by massive, firm, symmetric fat deposition predominantly around the neck and shoulder girdle and was clearly associated with alcohol abuse and/or liver disease. There were no malignant tumors of the upper airways. In the latter case, fatty tissue had accumulated mainly at the buttocks and thighs but characteristically spared the feet and hands. Tenderness was a common symptom. This disorder showed familial predisposition. Histology in both cases revealed normal fatty tissue which was neither encapsulated nor septally divided. We suggest that the term 'symmetric lipomatoses' refers to two separate disorders, benign (multiple) symmetric lipomatosis and female zonal obesity.